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1. I?.ITR~DLJCTI~N 
Bernstein (see [I, p. 249-2541) studied the following problem: 
(a) Among all rational functions of the form 
where pr is a real fixed polynomial of degree i, 1~ > I, which is positive 
in the interval [--I, fl], to find that one which has the least deviation, 
from zero in the L1-norm. 
In this paper we consider the following problem, which can be regarded 
as a generalization of (a): 
(b) iLet T,/s~ be that function, which has the least deviation from 
zero in the Lz-norm among all functions of the form 
where y E f--n, x] and A, ,..., Anpk , B, ,..., Bnpk E R are given, (a, ,...) 
a,-,-, , 6, ,..., b,-&) E [wpiZ-ZT;, and sZ is a fixed trigonometric polynomial 
of degree I, TZ >, I + k + 1, with real coefficients, which is positive in the 
interval C-T, +w). How can the extremal function T,/.s$ be represented? 
Problem (b) for k = 0 in the Chebyshev norm was solved by Szegii 110:. 
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2. ON THE PROBLEM OF SZEG~ IN THE L1-NORM 
DEFINITIOI\J 1 (see [lo]). Let sI be a trigonometric polynomial of degree I 
with real coefficients which is positive on [-‘rr, +7~). Then s1 can be repre- 
sented in the form 
%(T) = Y2 I &(Z)/“, 
where y E IF!+, gl(z) = ntZl (z - z,), z, E {z E C 1 I z / < l}, z = eim, y E 
[-n-, +n-1. We define for A, BE R, A2 + B2 > 0, n E N, , 





for z = eim, v) E l-r, +4. 
If IZ 2 I + 1, then T,(y, sJ is a trigonometric polynomial of degree n 
with real coefficients and is of the form A cos no + B sin ny + :“. 
Notation. In the following let Ya(z) = z~-~~( gZ(z)/gl(z)) and g:(z) = 
zzgl(z-‘) = ntZl (1 - Z,z), the reciprocal polynomial of g$(z). 
DEFINITION 2. Let a = x0 < xl < ... < xi, = b, r E N, be a decom- 
position of the interval [a, b]. We say that a function u defined on [a, b] 
is a sign function on [a, b], if either u or --v takes the value (-l)j on the 
interval (xjel , Xj), j = I,..., r. 
It is easy to see that the following lemma is valid. 
LEMMA 1. If t’ is a sign function on [- 7~, +T], then, for k E N, , 
The following 
in the L1-norm. 
we refer to [I, p 
s +7f -77 e-ikQu(y) dg, = J+m ef”QLi(F) &p. --T 
theorem now gives us the solution of the problem of Szegi5 
Concerning the methods used in the proof of Theorem 1, 
2521 and [3]. 
THEOREM 1. Letn >I+ 1. 
sgn rn:n(97, sJ G = 0, k E {O,..., IZ - 1). 
(b) If S,(v) = A cos nv + B sin IZ~ + xril (a, cos ig, + bi sin iy), 




%)I ds, = ; (A" + B2)1,2. 
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ProoJ (a) Since 1 = YJz) ‘Y,(z) = j yT,(z)i2 for r = e”“, g; E [-E? i- T]$ 
there exists a real function 9 such that e id(m) 1 U,(z) (z E &a, 9 E E-n, “&j). 
Therefore 
sgn cog+ + a) = $ z. e cog27 t l)f$ + IX), 
where (z = eiu, p E E-n, +2-r]) 
cos(2r + l)(#(y) + 0~) = Reifei”Yn(z)]2T;i>, 
we have 
(2) 
Since 1 I,, ) < 1 for v = i ,..., I and -k - 1 + I + (i2 - i)(2r + 1) 2 0 for 
k E {O,..., IZ - l}, r E N, , both integrands are analytic in the unit disk. 
By Cauchy’s theorem, 
~r.7: = 0 for kg{0 ,..., IZ- I), YEN,. 
Part (a) of Theorem 1 follows now from Lemma I. 
Concerning (b), it follows from (a) and Lemma 4.-4 of [S, p. 103: that 
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.Tr(y, s&(p) is the unique extremal function. From the proof of (a) we 
obtain with the aid of (1) 
Using the formula 
and, as is easy to see by (2), 
s +77 cos 2r(4(yJ) + a) dp, = 0 for rEN, --ii 
we have 
j+* 1 cos($b(cp) + a)] dcp = ; j-r + = 4. 
-r 
The result now follows from (3). 
3. REPRESENTATION OF THE EXTREMAL FUNCTION OF PROBLEM (b) 
DEFINITION 3. Assume 12, I, m E N, , and let 
m em 2?7l-1 
5 (z - dJ2 = c a,zu + i C b,zu, 
L&=0 CL”0 
where d, E (z E @ 1 1 z 1 < l}, a,, , b, E R. Let n,“4, (z - &)’ = 1 for nz = 0. 
We define for n > I + n2 + 1 
where 
for z = eiC, y E E-n, h-4 
Notation. For a, b E [w, f: [a, b] -j iw we denote the number of sign 
changes of .f on (a, b) by S-(f). 
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Pim$ Lea h,,,(z) := n:‘l=, (z - ~3~). Concerning par: (a), one has, for 
z = &a : cp E L-T. +7-r], 
Hence 
(b) From (2) and Theorem l(a), it follows that 
for k E (O,..., II - I>. Noting that 1 b,,(ei@)12 is a trigonometric polynomial 
of degree IE, Theorem l(b) is proved. 
(c) The assertion folloms from (3) and Lemma 4.-G of 18, p. IO&]. 
(d) As in the proof of Theorem 1, one demonwates the existence: 
of a real function 4 such that 
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where eia = (A + $)/(A2 + Bz)l12. Therefore with (I), 




I cos($Nq,) + 4 I kz@"9? dp (4) 




gz(z) fi.rn(z) 2r dz 
I g:(z) 5Z{z) - -G= 
0 
for k E (O,..., IM), I’ E N. Analogously one shows that 
1 
+n 
ei”v cos 2r(#(~p) + a) dy = 0 for k E (0 ,..., nz}, Y E N. (5) 
‘-57 
With the help of the Fourier expansion of I cos(# + IX)/ and (5), we obtain 
In view of Parseval’s formula and (4), Theorem 2(d) is proved. 
Now the question arises whether every trigonometric polynomial of 
degree rz with property (b) of Theorem 2 is a polynomial of the form 
Yn,3,(y, IJzI (z - dJ). It will be shown that this is valid under appropriate 
conditions. 
The following lemma is known (see, e.g., [7]); X denotes the Lebesgue 
measure. 
LEMMA 2. (a) Let u be a bounded function on [-rr, +TT] with at most 
a.finite number of discontinuities. If S-(v) < 2n - 2 mid 
I sin kgjl 
f 
cos kgjf 
L’(F) dXq) = 0, k E (O,..., IZ - I}, 
I-a,+nl Sz(T?) 
then u = 0 h a.e. on [-rr, 3-r1. 
(b) If v, w are sign fLmctions on [- rr, + r] with S-(v) = k and9(y) = i, 
k, ZE No, then S-(o f 1~3) < min{Z, k). 
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THEOREM 3. Let n 3 I + m + 1, 3m < 2n - 21 - 1. $S, is a trigonom- 
etric po!ynomial of degree n with leading coeficients A, BE R, AZ f 63? > 0, 
S-(S,) > 2n - 1, and 
then there exists a polynomial nLl (z - d,), d, E (z E C ( 1 3 i < I>, such that 
m 
zz(~) = =%,s, 
( 
‘I?, rJ (z - 4 
i 
(y E k--x, -+TT]). 
If in addition J?z cos(n - m)F sgll S,(v) dF # 0 or J’-+E sin(n - nz)g; sga 
S,(F) dy f 0, then d, E (zE@(O < 121 < l>jio~vE(l,.,.,m). 
Proqf: Put 
with a, E C for k E {n - m ,..., n>. Furthermore, let 
[g:(z)]’ 2 an-l,I+uzu = f b,F -+ ... . (2;) 
ll=O !J=o 
In view of [I, p. 274-2751, for the m + 1 given numbers b. ,.r.i bl, s C 
there exists an analytic rational function in the unit disk suck that 
for z E (z E @ 1 / z 1 < I>, where L E P, m, E N and mI < m, c,,,~ + 0, 
yp E C for p E (m + 1, HZ + 2,...). From the equation 
with dv 6 (z 6 @ i 1 z / < l} for Y = I,..., m, ) y E W, it follows from (2) that 
LeiyQ(z) = 5 anumfuzu + f y;.P ei 
LL=O LL=.n,~l 
for z E (z E 02 j [ z j < I>, yl E C, p E {m t l,... ), where 
h,,l(z) : = jJ (z - dv) and 
v-=1 
6+0/27/I -6 
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Therefore 
Leiy 
-1 27ri jBlcl 
Z-(k+l)+(n-m)Q(Z) dz = 0 for O<k<rz--m-l, 
= a, for IZ - m < k d n. (4) 
We consider now the trigonometric polynomial of degree n - m + m, 
G(v) := Re (&zZn-zz--m--m~ sz) 1 gz(z) h,l(z)j$, 
*I 
(5) 
for z = eim, v E [-57, +7~]. 
As in the proof of Theorem l(a) one shows that 
where 
I _ +r gz(z) hrnl(Z)~ T,k --s z-L Re eiYz’,h-$z-,?&-~fl~ --71 gz(z) gdz) I[ gzw kr&) drp- 
We obtain for r = 0 
I,., = eiy s Zn-m-kQ(Z) tf? + e-iY /?3l=l ZZ I Z”+wn~(z) dz 121=1 iz ,iY =-- 
i J’ lz/=1 z- (k+l)+(~n-nOQ(z) dz. 
By Cauchy’s theorem and the fact that 3m < 2n - 21- 1, 
IT& = 0 for kE{O ,..., n>, rEF+J. 
Hence by (4) 
1 s 
+r: 
4eiY -% gzcz;-& w G(v) 4 = T& J,.,=, z-~~+~)+~~-~)Q(z) dz 
zxz 0 for O,(k<n--nz-I, 
a, 
=p for n - m < k < n. 
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From (1) and Lemma 1 it follows now that 
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Since 
sgn(L w G(F) - sgn S,(T)) = sgn G(F) for L>l, 
= --sgn &(cp> for L<I, 
Lemma 2 implies L = 1. Furthermore, Lemma 2(b) and 2(a) give 
w Wd = w &Cd (9, E I--r, +313. (5) 
Since S, has at least 2n - 1 zeros on (-T, + T& G must be a polynomial of 
degree n; hence m, = m. 
If S-(S,) = 2n, it follows immediately from (6) that 
KG = S,, where K E R\(O). 
Since a trigonometric polynomial of degree IZ cannot have (2~ - 1) si.mpIe 
real zeros on I--V, +TI-), it follows from (6) that for S-(,!Q = 212 - 1, 
G(-n) = S,(-T) = 0 and thus KG = S, , where K E R’\(O). 
In view of (5) the theorem is proved. If CI,-, f 0, it follows from (31, by 
puttingz=O,thatd,ECzEa=]O<izI <I>7~~(1,...,nzj. 
Xotation. Let pn , rz E N, , denote the real trigonometric polynomials of 
degree equal or less than H. If R, E I?% is such that 
we call R, a best approximation to f E L1[--7i, +CT] from P, with respect o 
the weight function l/s8 . 
Theorem 2 enables us to give a general representation of the error function 
when approximating a fixed trigonometric poiynomial by trigonometric 
polynomials of lower degree. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose n, m, 1 E N, , n > m + i -I- 1~ 3m 9 212 - 2/ - ; . 
Let S, be a trigonometric poiyrzominl of degee n md Rn--,,,--l be tk best 
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upproximation to S, from p+m--l with respect to the weight function I/sL . 
If S, - R,+,-l has 2(n - I), k E (0 ,..., m}, simple zeros on [-T, + T), 
then there exists a polynomial nrL<” (z - d,), d, E {z E C [ j z 1 < I}, arzd a 
trigonometric poly~~omiai tx: E Fk , which is nonnegative on [ - TT, $ T), such that 
&(v) - K-~-,(F) = c Zz--k,si(~, EE;;” (Z - dJ) t&) 
%(V) a(sj) 
(where the leading coeficierzts of Sa-k:,S1(y, nl”r,” (z - d,)) have to be chosen 
suitably). 
ProoJ: Since S, - R,-,,-, is a polynomial of degree n which has exactly 
2(n - k) simple zeros on [-‘rr, +r& S, Y Rn-m-l can be represented as 
S, - R,-,,-, = VnmkZk , 
where V,-, is a trigonometric polynomial of degree n - k which has exactly 
2(n - k) simple zeros on [- rr, +n), and Z, is a trigonometric polynomial 
of degree k which is nonpositive or nonnegative on C--n, +r). Therefore 
sin jp, 
s 
+n I 1 cos jv. 
s tpj sm v,-d~) dp, = 0 -77 1 
for j E {O ,..., (n - k) - (m - k) - l} (see, e.g., [8, CoroIlary 1, p. 1051). 
Applying Theorem 3 to V,-, , the theorem is proved. 
Concerning the Solotareff problem for weighted trigonometrical approxi- 
mation, we need 
Notation. Let sl(q) = y2 ) nj=, (z - (a” + iby))lz, z = eim. For n E N, 
n > I + 2, -4, B, o, r E R, Rn,sl,A,B(., CT, r) denotes that trigonometric 
rational function which deviates least from zero on [-rr, +r] among all 
rational functions of the form 
A cos rzgj $- B sin J~I - i? B i b, + A i 
u=l "=l 
- Bia,,-Afb,+- 7 sin(n - 1) v + *.. 
V=l v=l > 
The solution of the Solotareff problem follows immediately from 
Corollary 1. For, if g* + ? < A” + B”, we have 
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and (Theorem 2(d)) 
For a2 + G > A2 + B2 one obtains R, 9 A B(.1 (T, 7) by multipiication ef “1, , 
TnP1(., sl)/sz by a trigonometric polynomial of degree 1: which is positive 
on [-7-r, l?Tj. 
Now we consider the representation of the extremal function if. in problem 
(b), instead of trigonometric polynomials algebraic poiynomials are given. 
As mentioned before, this problem. can be regarded as a special case of 
problem (b). 
Notation. pi(x) = nlCl (1 - x/a,,) denotes an algebraic polynomial of 
degree I which is positive on [- 1, + I]. Furthermore: let C?,,( .) pJ = 
2sU,z(., pij, where U,,(., pJ is defined in [5, p. 361. Note that ii,,(., I) = t:, : 
where U, is the Chebyshev polynomial of 2nd type. 
DEFINITION 4. Let n:‘r=, (X - li,.), 177 E N, . be a real polynomial with 
d” E (z E (2 ) 1 z / < i), where nyzl (x - &j : == 1. Furthermore, ieL 
IJZ, (x - du)2 = x2, a,.~. We define for :I E N, , n > I I ~1, 
J& ??.D! (s, fi (x - d,,j) : := 2-” F a‘<on-2,,-J.YI p1) (s E [- ! r - 1-j). 
1-1 LA=0 
We obtain from Definition 4 that J7(,,,,t (., JJrL, (X - &j) is a polynomiai of 
degree II with leading coefhcient 1 and (9, = arc cos x, A = 0, B = I‘, 
Now we formulate Theorem 3, which is the basic result of this paper, for 
the case of polynomial approximation. AnalogousIy Theorem 2 and 
Corollary I can be transformed. 
THEOREM 4. Let n >, I + m, 3m < 27 + 1 - 2;. If q,: is a po/y~omiiil’ 
of degree II itit/ leading coeficierzt I. S-(q.,l) = R and 
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ProojI qn can be represented in the form ET:: &(sin i arc cos x/ 
sin arc cos x), where Xi E [FB, h,+I = l/2”. If we put Sn+1(~) = 2:: hi sin i@, 
then for k E {l,..., n - m>, 
o= s +’ w sgn qn(x) dx = j: p~~~o~~) sgn &+,(TJ) a’v. -1 
Now it follows from Theorem 3, Snfl being a sine polynomial, that 
where the d,, are real or complex conjugate. Hence 
1 @Tl.P& x, fi (x - dJ . 
v=l 
For pi = 1 Theorem 4 was published by the author in 161. See also 
113 
[2, 41. 
An application of Theorem 4 gives us the solution of the Solotareff problem 
for weighted polynomial approximation. 
Notation. Put 01, = $(c, + l/q,), c, E QZZ, ] c, 1 < 1 for v E (l,..., I>, and 
pi(x) = JJ:cl (1 - x/a”). F or II E N, n > I + 1, CJE R, I-~,&., 0) denotes 
that rational function deviating least from zero on [--I, +1] among all 
functions of the form 
with (b, ,..., b+J E Rn-l. 
We obtain, from Theorem 4, that 
pl . rnJ., 4 = *,,,,(., (.x - 4) for jal<l, 
= c-x - 0.) UT+1(*, PI) for lal>l, 
and from Theorem 2(d), with y2 = l/n: (1 $- c,?), that 
s +’ / rnJx, u)I dx = 2-“+l(l + a2) fj (1 + c,“) for laj<l. -1 "=l 
= 2-,n+2 / cr / n (1 + c,“) for /o]>l. 
V=l 
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4. FURTHER APPLIC;ZTIONS 
With the aid of the polynomials introduced in Definition 3 we are able 
to determine the location of the zeros of the error function for the polynomiaI 
approximation. For results of this type see also [7]. 
N&&ion. For zz E N, , let P, denote the real polynomials of degree n or 
less. Furthermore, let Z(f) = {X E [a, b] j f(x) = O> forfE G[u, b]. 
Independent of the polynomials introduced above, the following theorem 
can be shown 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that f E C[a, b] and that P.*-~ is the best approxima- 
tion to f from P,-, on [-1, + 11. If S-(f - c,J > :z + 1 and f - pspl 
has n$nite mwnber of distinct zeros in [---I, +l], tkelz f - pn-r changes sipr? 
at least once in each interzlal (-cos(i - l)rr/(zz + l), --cos ig/(n -1 l)), 
i=l ,.-., n + 1. 
Frogi: According to Rice [8], 
l-1’ rL[sgn Lzn(x) - sgn(f - pn-&cj] dx = 0, k E to ~ ,...: n - 1). 
Assume there exists a j E {I,..., zz + 11 such that f - P.,-~ does not change 
sign in the interval (-cos(j - l)a/(n + 1); -cosJrr/(rz + I)). Then 
sgn u&j (+) sgn(f - pnJ(xj = 0 for x 5 (-cos(J - l)~/(n + l), 
-cosJrr/(lz + l)), from which we can conclude that sgn U, CT; sgn(f - p,-l) 
has at most (n - 1) changes of sign on (- 1, f 1). From Lemma 2(a) it 
follows now that sgn U, = (I, sgn(f - P+~). This is in contradiction to 
S-if - Pn-*) 2 n + 1. 
LEMMA 3 (Meinardus [5, p. 341). The zeros (--I <j x,(d) < xg(d) < ... < 
x,(d)(<!) of the polynomial 2n@!n,l(., x - d) = U,h - 2dU,-, + d”U,-, 
are increasing with respect to d E (- 1, + 1). Furthermore, x,(Oj = 
-cos in-/(12 + l), i = 1, 2 ,...) n. 
Proof. Since U,(xi(dj) - 2dU,-,(xj(d)) + d*U,-,(xi(d)j = 0, 
where T, denotes the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. If we put 
d = (1 - (1 - +/9/~ for T E (-1, +l). +r + 0: it follows from [j, p. 341 
that 
dxxi 1 - xi2 - 
dr n(1 - ?)I/‘2 (1 - T-U;) + (1 - P) > CL 
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THEOREM 6. Let f E Cv7f1[-I, +l], fInfl)(x) > 0 for XE r-1, +I], let 
pn = a,xn + ... be its best approximation from P, and pnml + pn its best 
approximation from Pnpl with S-(f - p& = n -+ 1. If a, > 0 (CO), then 
f --pn-l changes sign exactly once in each interval (-cos irr/(n + 2), 
-COS in-/(n +- l))((-cos(i - 1)35-&z + l), -cos i7rl(n + 2))), i = l,..., n + 1. 
Proox Since P.~ and pnel are best approximations to A it follows from 
[9, p. 1201 and [8, p. 1051 that 
J 
.+1 
o< (P&X) - P,(X)) w(f - ~la-d(x) n’x 
-1 
r +l z -a n xn s&f - y,m.l)(x) dx. “-1 
Using the fact that there exists a d* E (-1, + l)\(O) such that 
w(f- ~d4 = 33gn @n+l,l (x, (X - d*)) and, in fact, sgn(f - p+&) = 
sgn %n+l,l(~, (x - d*)), since f(n+‘) > 0, we get 
0 -c - f r1 U,(x) sgn @n+l,l(~, (X - d”)) dx 
- 1 
a, =-- s 1 (z - d”) a,d” 2”ri ,z/zl ‘- (1 - d*z) dz = 2n-1 ’ 
Hence sgn a, = sgn d*. According to Lemma 3 and Theorem 5 the theorem 
is proved. 
Note that since f cn+l)(x) > 0 for x G [- 1, + I], pn is that polynomial 
which interpolates f at the zeros of U,,, . Therefore the leading coefficient 
n, of pn can be determined quite simply. Finally it should be noted that with 
the help of the polynomials +Y,,,,(., J& (x - d,)), sufficient conditions can 
be stated for the uniqueness of the best weighted (weight l/pi) polynomial 
approximation to a piecewise continuous function with jumps. For p2 = 1 
see [6]. 
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